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Pedax GmbH, 54634 Bitburg, Germany

Rebar shearing lines for 40 years
The year is 1980. The entire machinery and systems engineering sector has been in the throes of a major upheaval
for some time. Manual work is being increasingly automated and control technology employed. This is also true
for processing reinforcing steel, physically strenuous work
that was initially displaced from construction sites to centralised places and then later to factories.
The development had begun originally in Switzerland; the
early metal-bending companies were found there. Then, from
1960, the ﬁrst centralised operations came into being in Germany. Measuring carriages, on which shears had been installed, were utilised for cutting at that time. The rebar being
cut was drawn from storage with a cable winch up to a length
stop and then severed. Good performance was achieved with
this way of working. Yet, continuous production was not possible because the winch drawing operation had to be repeated and the stop adjusted each time for variations in
length.
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“We have been successfully working with Metax rebar
shearing lines for more than 20 years – with manageable
repair and maintenance costs. With the Metax, we especially appreciate its shearing performance and accuracy,
its one-man operations and low operating costs. We will
certainly replace the current machine sometime with a
new Metax.”
Mr Kosa Karol, operations manager
Doprastav Zilina, Slovakia

Several pieces of rebar could be neatly and safely clamped
and pulled in by means of a chain system with rubber-covered
cleats. This meant that the machine could run slip-free and
with great acceleration values even with short lengths. Measuring could also take place without stops.

Things obviously needed to run more simply, rapidly and easily. Automated rebar shears were available for this purpose
that could divide a rebar into differing lengths in one go. It
was simple and went quickly. However, output quantity was
far to low.

Control technology was not commercially available at that
time. Both hardware and software were developed in-house,
coordinated with specialists and brought to production maturity in series of tests. It was only then tested and improved
under the hard conditions of metal-bending companies.

The ideal would be a system that could cut several pieces of
rebar of an 8 – 40 mm diameter range simultaneously. And to
meet this end, Peddinghaus in Gevelsberg developed the automatic Metax multi-rebar shearing line available from 1980
onwards with its impressive, completely new measuring and
pull-in system.

The Metax had to run safely both in production halls and in
the open air; it had to produce continuously and precisely
whilst being easy to operate in heat and cold as well as in rain
and snow. There were problems and setbacks. At times, the
project was on the verge of being given up. But it was never
abandoned.

Metax prototype from 1979

A double-track version of the Metax C at the 1983 bauma
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The ﬁnal breakthrough came at the 1983 bauma in Munich.
At the fair grounds there, the Metax made a major impression
with its performance, energy-saving functionality, easy operation and great precision. Its control technology was very
modern for that time. The machine boasted a measurement
system without stops and was constructed in a particularly
heavy-duty, stable manner.
The result was well-ﬁlled order books and conﬁrmation for the
special Metax design.
Series production commenced at the manufacturing site that
was now expanded by one hall and an efﬁcient steel building
in Bitburg. Further advances came through practical experience and control technology development. The drive technology and hydraulic systems were continually adapted. Over
the course of years, there have been some model updates
primarily due to developments in technology and price.

Series production in Bitburg from 1983

Manufacturing methods remain little altered since reinforcing
steel processing was moved to efﬁciently structured production facilities. Even if structures have changed with the increased growth in processing coil steel, cutting rebar is still
particularly important for proﬁtability. Rebar material is less
expensive than coil materiel. This price advantage plays a

major role in any decision for a manufacturing system and
means that mobile shearing systems hold a leading position.
They are the cycle time generators for following processing
machines and thus the key for overall operating performance.
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hydraulic reinforcing steel shearing machine and a Siemens
PLC unit with PC 477 and touchscreen.
Great cutting performance is achieved through the system's
centrepiece, an especially robust hydraulic shearing machine.

As the pull-in system can measure without stops, it can also
cope with measurements greater than the nominal value. This
is made possible by utilising a swivelling channel extension,
which then permits rebar of 20 m, for example, to be processed.

Metax GXN from 2020, still with the special measuring and
cutting system – only faster, stronger and more versatile.
It is still manufactured as always in Bitburg, as it has been
for 40 years.

Metax automated multi-bar shearing lines combine the advantages of rapid, continuous working, only otherwise provided by stationary systems, with the great ﬂexibility of a mobile cutting system. An automatic Metax multi-bar shearing
line of today possesses a rapid, precise measuring and pullin system – well-proven in many hundreds of other machines.
It has a robust steel structure, power transmission using
generously dimensioned braking motors, a high-performance

Pedax has optimised its successful Metax model series and
made sure that savings can be made on expensive energy,
and that work can be carried on still more precisely, rapidly
and quietly.
“When I started work 30 years ago for the ﬁrst time in a
metal-bending company, I was “promoted” after two
days from a measuring and cutting carriage to a Metax
rebar shearing line. This machine has been with me ever
since then and we have it in operation at almost all our
sites. A constant, productive partnership.”
Bernd Steffen, managing director
ATG Deutschland GmbH

Shearing performance and pull-in speed are important for
production output. Ancillary process times generated by
transverse and distribution movements are of particular importance. In these cases, reserves can be exploited and Pedax
has developed a system concept to include each speciﬁc production wish.
As a general rule, the decision has to be made between two
structural designs, which can by supplied with two, three or
even six transport channels:
With the Metax GXE, the rebar is rolled down into a predetermined channel immediately after being cut.
The Metax GXN collects the cut material in a separate channel
and then places it, using hydraulic stops, in a predetermined
position in a channel, in which several cycles can be collected.
This allows production to continue without interruption for a
longer time. On top of this, the cut rebar is positioned neatly,
ﬂush with the bending line, just like the bending machine
needs them.
Most companies decide on this design because its additional
ﬂexibility due to reduced ancillary process times pays itself
off rapidly.

High-performance, hydraulically-driven shears
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Today's generation of machines is equipped with servo-operated hydraulics. The hydraulic system only runs when work
is carried out and only then when power is requested. This
results in savings on energy costs of approx. 80 %.
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This is the ﬁfth Metax rebar shearing line we have
been working with and we achieve performances of
15 to 20 tonnes reinforcing steel per shift.
We can totally recommend Metax rebar shearing lines.
They have high output; they are reliable, easy to operate
and comparatively inexpensive to maintain.

The 40 year Metax anniversary commenced ofﬁcially in
August. Pedax will be offering an impressive Metax special
edition for an entire year. On top of attractive equipment with
many advantages, the anniversary model will be supplied in
special striking, up-to-date paintwork.
!

Mr Pavlat, owner
Baufera, Prague/ Czech Republic

The Pedax software, Siemens PC 477 technology and servohydraulics enable the shear process to be diameter-related.
Each rebar diameter is assigned an appropriate travel path.
This enhances the shearing machine's cycle times substantially and shortens cycle times overall.

FURTHER INFORMATION

User-friendly data entry via a Siemens touchscreen.

Pedax GmbH
Industriestraße 10 a
54634 Bitburg, Germany
T +49 6561 96670
F +49 6561 966792
sales@pedax.de
www.pedax.de

INTELLIGENT
HIGH-SPEED
CASTING
Elematic’s new 5th generation Extruder E9 sets a new benchmark for high-speed casting. In addition to making more slabs,
you can produce multiple slab types easily, with low production

Watch
Extruder E9
in operation:

REACHES
SPEEDS UP TO
2.7 M/MIN!

www.elematic.com

create a perfect match for automatic concrete recycling. Not
to mention saving some 135 000* euros annually in concrete
costs.

*Average hollow-core production of 300 000 m2/a.

